roll bar MOUNT
The Roll Bar Mount, was built to attach
vhr3800

CAR CHARGER
vhr2900

picatinny mount
vhr3900
The Contour Picatinny Mount mounts

UNIVERSAL WALL CHARGER
The Universal Wall Charger is an
vhr2450

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
The rechargeable lithium-ion battery
vhr2350

headband mount
vhr3600
The Contour Headband mount is a true

Carry Case
vhr3200

h20v underwater housing
For Contour+, ContourGPS and ContourHD
VHR H20
The H2OV housing is designed for technical
VHR H20GPS
and recreational SCUBA. Pressure Tested

your Contour to motorsports roll-bars.
Capture race, drift, and off-road action.
Using a double socket arm and ball design
it adjusts by turning a central wing nut
that gives you almost infinite rotation to
achieve perfect shooting angles.

An accessory for
every adventure
your Contour camera on tactical weapon
platforms or other devices that use a
standard MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny/Weaver
rail. This mount is built from reinforced
polymer; it resists vibration, recoil forces
and heat.

multi-sport mount. The elastic headband
is easy to adjust via sliding buckle and
the TRail system allows you to quickly
attach your Contour camera. The mount
provides jiggle free recording for all of your
helmetless activities. Elastic Headband fits
all head sizes and
works over hats
and beanies.

flexi strap Mount
The Flex Strap Mount is a versatile mount
vhr2755

that is designed for use across a multitude
of sports and bar shapes. Strap it to the
downtube of your bicycle or to the roll cage
in your car. The soft flexible strap holds
steady and dampens vibration to assure clear
crisp HD video. Two strap
sizes are provided that
connect with the
rotating mount,
ensuring a secure fit
to all angle needs.

Cameras shown to illustrate accessory use only. Camera not included with accessory purchase.

international wall charger so you can
recharge your Contour Wearable Camcorder
wherever you go. Select the plug for the
country, connect the USB to your camera,
and in about three hours your camera will
be ready to rejoin the action.

Pack your Contour Wearable Camcorder,
up to 4 microSD cards, an extra battery,
and a USB cable with you where ever you
go. This compact but durable case is the
perfect way to store your wearable cam
and accessories.

Recharge or keep your Contour wearable
camera running while you are on in your
car. Connect to the car charger so you can
record while charging or power down the
camera and recharge even faster.

provides 2 hours (depending upon usage
and temperature) of portable power for
your Contour Wearable Camcorder.

to 400 ft. - 120 m. The H20V was designed
with a very conservative safety margin and
has been used successfully at 194m! The
H20V housings are the perfect solution for
capturing your dive adventure.
VHR H20 for ContourHD
VHR H20GPS for ContourGPS

USB CHARGER
vhr3000

Charge your battery using your computer
or any USB compliant wall charger. Just
connect the charger to your computer’s
USB port and pop your battery into the
charger.

Join us
on facebook
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CONTOURHD

CONTOURGPS

CONTOUR

XL BIKE MOUNT
vhr2775

An accessory for
every adventure
WaterProof CaseS
VHR3300, VHR3320 & vhr3325

The XL Bike Mount is built with a dual
screw enclosure system so you can clamp
securely on to a variety of bar sizes. The
twist lock adjustment easily helps you
achieve the angle that you are looking for
and the Trail system helps you mount and
remove your camera quickly and easily.

surf mount adhesives
vhr3520
Replacement Adhesive Pads to remount
your Surf Board Mount.

LEFT OR RIGHT PROFILE MOUNT
vhr4110 left
The Profile Mount was built to place the
camera within millimeters of the surface
vhr4160 right
that you apply it to. The low profile design
enhances the already minute size of the
Contour video camera making it even
more compact. Its base adheres best to
flat surfaces but will conform to curves
of helmets and fairings for a variety of
applications.

Goggle Strap Mount
VHR2650
The Goggle Strap Mount wraps around

ROTATING FLAT SURFACE MOUNT
vhr3700
This useful multi purpose surface mount

Windshield Mount
vhr2800
A powerful suction cup mount attaches

FLymount
VHRFLY

Mount Adhesive
Replacement Adhesive Pads to remount
vhr2250

Universal Mount Adapter
vhr3100
Now your Contour Wearable Camcorder

connect view
VHR4000

Lens Kit
vhr3400

a standard goggle strap and rests
comfortably against your head on a soft
pad. Slide your Contour onto the patentpending TRail™ Mounting System and
you are ready to go. This mount lets your
camera look right where you’re looking, so
it will catch point-of-view video from your
line of sight.

The Waterproof Cases fit your Contour
like a hard plastic glove and positively
buoyant, so your Contour will float!
These cases are available for:
VHR3300 (ContourHD) - Up to 10 mtrs

was developed to also give you confidence
that once locked it will stay in place and
deliver solid jiggle free video. Simply
slip the camera on the T-Rails, rotate the
camera into position, and then push on the
lock button and you are good to go.

to any windshield or car body. Place the
mount where you want it to live, press
a button, slide a switch, and voilà! Your
Windshield Mount is now locked and
loaded. This well designed mount makes it
simple to turn, tilt, and rotate your camera
360º.

VHR3320 (ContourGPS) - Up to 60 mtrs.
VHR3325 (Contour+) - Up to 60 mtrs.

Vented Helmet Mount
vhr2550
Not compatible with ContourGPS.
Find your mounting location, slide the
straps through, and cinch them down.
Slide your Contour Wearable Camcorder
on the rails and you are ready to go. Tilt
the camera forward or back to find the
best angle.

Cameras shown to illustrate accessory use only. Camera not included with accessory purchase.

Ultra strong, compact & lightweight;
the Flymount is perfect for use on bikes,
windsurf rigs, hang-gliders, ultra-lights,
kites, sailboats, quads and most other
adventure sports equipment.
Flymount works perfectly with the Contour
range of cameras when coupled with
the Contour Universal Mount Adaptor
(VHR3100) or Contour Waterproof Cases.

Surf Board Mount
vhr3500
Specifically tailored to meet the needs of

demanding watersports, featuring a lowprofile design and a full rotating arm so
the camera can move 360 degrees. Its flat
base uses a waterproof adhesive solution
that curates to the board, ensuring you
don’t lose your mount or your camera.
Shown with Waterproof Case.

your Contour Flat Surface Mount. Works
best on flat, non-porous, clean surfaces.

Contour’s Connect View card is an
incredibly fast, easy, and inexpensive way
to revolutionise the way you record video
on your ContourGPS camera. It turns your
iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad’s screen into a
real-time viewfinder for your video camera.
Just plug this card into your camera, and
it sends a Bluetooth signal to your iDevice
instantly.
Connect View card is included with
Contour+ camera.

is ideal for your favorite camera mounts.
Use the ¼”-20 Universal Mount Adapter
to attach your camera to any mounts or
tripods that have their own male ¼”-20
screw.

The Lens Kit is a little TLC for your Contour
Wearable Camcorder. It includes extra lens
covers a replacement Lens Ring. And with
the Lens Adaptor Ring, you can screw on a
standard 37mm lens filter to get the perfect
shot in the toughest lighting conditions.

